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Abstract. Social media has become a useful data source for processes and
researches interested in improving people’s life. Publications done by social
media users provide details about the people perceptions of their environment,
and updated observations about what happens in real world. In this approach
the relevance of Twitter as a data source for scientific purposes is analyzed, as
well as its use in geospatial researches. Tweets have two main characteristics, a
text where user describes its ideas, and metadata, where features such as the
coordinates of the place where the tweet was posted are stored. Different
computing procedures are applied over tweets in order to make them useful for
different tasks; commonly, text mining, classification, and regression
algorithms are used to process tweets. The coordinates of tweets make possible
to link events described in tweets with the geographical area where they occur.
The analysis of tweets and coordinates provides updated data, useful in natural
disasters control, decision taking processes and urban studies. The present
approach studies what motivates users to tweet, and analyzing the messages
produced by Twitter users, classifies the tweets into three groups according to
the information expressed in their text: self-centered, social information and
collective information. Additionally, some methods to extract information from
tweets are studied, common problems presented when working with tweets, and
some researches that use them in a geospatial domain are presented.
Keywords: twitter, social media, data treatment, classification, text mining,
geospatial analysis, data problems.

1

Introduction

Twitter is commonly used as data source at scientific and commercial data analysis;
the microblogging features are analyzed by researches interested in emergency
information diffusion, on the dissemination of news, and on the way in which
authorities and civil societies help citizens with problems or crisis situations [45].
The microblogs posted on Twitter are called tweets, they have two main elements:
metadata, and a text limited to 280 characters; their metadata is composed of a
timestamp (the date and time of the tweet’s publication), the coordinates of the place
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where the tweet was posted, and the id of the user who wrote the tweet [71]. In
Twitter, users are able to see some others tweets, acting as followers. Users can share
their tweets with all the media members (public profile), or with specific users
(private profile) [3].
Considered as a new data source, Twitter provides people’s points of view from
many different topics such as health, environment, politics, economy, sports, and
natural disasters, among others. The social media lets researchers know the people’s
feelings and ideas about factors that disturb their daily activities; governments and
institutions interested in improving people’s lives and in solving specific problems
can use its updated information [57]. Twitter facilitates the gathering of crowdsourced information [46]. Twitter provides information in less time than the methods
used to collect data before the social media explosion. In the past, data related to
people’s feelings and opinions about their environment were collected applying
surveys and census [34].
The data processing of the tweets text and metadata components becomes a
challenge, sometimes users do not allow the social media to know their location,
tweets do not have coordinates. Sometimes people just tweet comments about a topic,
this represents a problem for scientific researches since most of the times personal
comments do not provide relevant information [42]. For example, when terrorism acts
occur special hashtags are created in order to group all the tweets related to the act;
many tweets use hashtags, some of them provide information about the event, and
some others describe people’s feelings (these last generate noisy information). Noisy
tweets affect the quality of the tweets sample when it is processed, personal
comments must be filtered in order to assure that the collected tweets contain valuable
information. When tweets regarding to a specific topic are tweeted far from the study
area, is important to consider the variations of space and time between them. In
developed countries, citizens volunteering and the information from social media or
collective systems without an official agency affiliation are undervalued (Whittaker et
al., 2015). The use of extra data sources when working with Twitter helps validate the
tweets data and ameliorate the researches accuracy [67].
According to Haworth (2016), the citizens observing, collecting, sharing and
analyzing data have led the development of many scientific researches that would not
have been possible otherwise. Similarly to the collaborative information and social
media data, the quality of citizen’s science has been questioned, but it has been shown
that applying the adequate preprocessing procedures, the citizens’ data can meet the
same quality as data collected from official sources [10]. People’s participation has
lead the citizen science, which refers to engage public citizens in scientific research
projects [7].

2

Objective

The present approach analyses the use of Twitter in scientific researches related to the
geospatial domain. The objective of the approach is show the importance and utility
of data obtained from Twitter when are used in the geographic domain, and propose a
classification of tweets based on the information they provide for different data
analysis. The approach presents the relevance of data extracted from tweets, the
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methods used to manage them, and some problems presented when working with the
most famous microblog service. In addition, research works that merge tweets with
geographic information systems (GIS) are described.
The paper is organized as follows, in section two are presented the material and
methods of the investigation, in section three the theory of the approach and the
motivation of people to tweet are analyzed, in section four results and discussions are
presented; finally, the conclusions of the approach are given.

3

Material and Methods

Volunteered geographic information (VGI) refers to the wide creation of geographic
information by citizens using web platforms, free mapping tools, mobile applications
and social media. VGI has changed the creation and propagation of information
generated by people [34].
In disaster management context VGI can also be labelled as digital volunteering
(McLennan et al., 2015), or digital humanities [13]. Digital volunteering has become
a source of asserted information used to complement geographic information from
governmental agencies and private organizations [37].
Many researching works that use Twitter as a data source meet in one point: the
data provided by tweets is an updated vision about people’s perceptions of their
environment. Landwehr et al. (2016) see in Twitter the opportunity to get information
out of public, which increases the rate of dissemination. According to Haworth and
Bruce (2015), VGI academic researches and emergency management studies have
focused on citizens’ science. For example, the 2010 Haití earthquake where
volunteers from all over the world worked together to map the affected area [51]; the
volunteered mapping of the Nepal earthquake crisis [34] and the crowdmaps
responding to the cyclone and floods in Queensland [49]. Another valuable example
of emergency management using citizen’s data is the OSM tasking manager [54], a
mapping tool designed for the Humanitarian OSM Team to give solutions when
critical situations occur, such as the Hurricane Maria (20/09/2017) and the Mexican
Earthquake (19/09/2017).
Some studies emphasize the benefits of VGI and social media data meanwhile
some others argued that web platforms marginalize people without internet and
technology access. Benefits of VGI are the timely information exchange and the
connectedness (Taylor et al., 2012), the provisional information for disaster mapping
[49], and the most important, the availability of data in near-real time [34].
There are researching works that study the human behavior in social media [1];
some others study people’s feelings (Agarwal et al., 2011). There exists researches
that model urban factors analyzing tweets at specific places and developing
forecasting processes [77]. In some projects, tweets are considered as social and
political indicators [40]; even, there are researches focused on study what motivates
people to tweet [58].
On Han et al. (2017) the authors propose a model to study the factors that influence
and motivate people to tweet. The researchers stablished four possible kinds of
gratification people get from their participation in Twitter: content, technology,
process, and social gratification. Their research shows that users became satisfied
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after tweeting relevant information, since they consider themselves useful for other
people (social gratification). Burnap and Williams (2016) describe the importance of
considering big data and social media as data sources at policy decisions processes,
implementing a machine learning classifier to detect cyber hate speech in tweets.
Many researches classify human emotions from tweets considering the Ekman and
Friesen model, which identifies six basic emotions: joy, anger, fear, sadness, surprise
and disgust [25]. Resch et al. (2016) consider such model to identify human emotions
implementing a semi-supervised machine-learning algorithm.
Two sciences deeply interested in Twitter data analysis are Geography and
Computing. Geography has become indispensable when working with tweets to
georeferenced them; computing helps to apply complex processes over tweets to
produce data models and statistical studies.
When forecasting and modeling from tweets there are three challenges to consider:
i) the spatio-temporal relations between tweets, ii) the temporal evolution of spatially
distributed tweets related to specific events; iii) the use of prior geographical
knowledge since different geolocations could derive in different events.
In Albuquerque et al. (2015), social media and authoritative data are used to
identify information for disaster control. Tweets that provide relevant information
about the Elba’s river floods in 2013 are analyzed, such data are merged with
hydrologic sensors and digital models of the affected areas with a view to create
flooding models. Some researches [24, 36, 74] use geographic information systems to
georeferenced tweets. This kind of researches are relevant since few tweets have the
coordinates of the place where they were posted, as studied in Section 3.1.
One of the main advantages of VGI and social media data are the community ties
generated when people share local knowledge with disaster management systems,
increasing the survival opportunity for more people [34]. In Landwehr et al. (2016), a
social media response system for tsunami warnings is presented, the project is a web
application designed for the community of Padang Indonesia, to warn people of
tsunamis. The application collects and analyzes tweets from the region to provide
immediate feedback when tsunamis happen, supporting an early warning system.

4

Theory. What is the whole point of tweeting? Caution, Users
Tweeting

In this approach, we propose a classification for tweets: the self-centered tweets, the
social information tweets and the collective information tweets (represented in Figure
1). The individual information or self-centered tweets, share personal information of
the users answering to the questions “What am I doing right now?” or “What am I
seeing right now?” These tweets are posted quickly and their temporal importance is
short depends of the time the user spends doing the action.
Social information tweets express the user’s thoughts about social events (political
events, strikes, terrorism), which brings about mass mobilization. Opinion mining and
sentiment analysis studies are often based on this kind of tweets. Researches as the
Resch et al. (2015) make use of this kind of tweets to get information from the
people’s environment treating Twitter users as sensors.
Research in Computing Science 148(10), 2019
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Collective information tweets, report information about an unusual event
occurrence that disturbs the daily life, those tweets are based on individual’s
observations but are not self-centered. Figure 2 presents some examples of the
proposed classification of tweets.
Tweets provide two valuable data: the user’s perspective of an event, and the
coordinates of the place where it is probably happening.
The present analysis is focused on the collective information and the social
information tweets. These two kinds of tweets provide information about problems
that affect the normal activities of people, or modify their environment, such as
natural phenomena or socio-political changes.

Fig. 1. The tweets can be classified as: 1) self-centered, 2) social information related or 3)
collective information related.

4.1

Why are tweets scientifically relevant?

The collective tweets can indeed spread life-saving information. This kind of tweets
are frequently collected as VGI for emergency warning and situational awareness,
their relevance lies in their facility to spread important information in a short time
[65]. When an unusual event occurs, some users near to the place report in Twitter
what they see using hash tags and specific words, in some minutes the information is
available for millions of users near or not to the event.
Two characteristics of tweets that make them relevant for scientific purposes are
their coordinates and timestamp; unfortunately, not all the posted tweets have
coordinates, and not all the cities present the same citizen’s participation in the
social network.
Geographic science has an important role managing the coordinates of the tweets;
furthermore, tweets commonly refer to geographic places on their texts [31]. There
exist two possible cases when analyzing tweets coordinates, their presence or absence.
Some users let their smartphones add their geographic coordinates when tweeting, in
such cases, the Twitter app will automatically enable the device’s embedded GPS to
add the latitude and longitude coordinates of the user to the tweets metadata [[17].
When the user tweets from a device without embedded GPS, its geographic
coordinates can be manually added; Twitter provides a list of cities based on the users
IP address [48]. Those georeferenced tweets however represent a small part (1%-2%)
of the whole Twitter stream [8]. The coordinates of the tweet can be represented as
point-shaped data using Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
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When the user does not allow Twitter to add his coordinates, the tweet can be
georeferenced if needed. There have been implemented different kinds of
georeferencing models; some of them use specialized gazetteers to estimate the
coordinates of the tweet based on its text [38]. The general process consists of three
steps: 1.-identification of geographic elements such as roads, avenues, monuments,
and buildings names in the text of the tweet; 2.-search the coordinates of the
geographic elements in a gazetteer; 3.-compute the coordinates of the tweet, applying
geospatial functions over the coordinates found in step 2.
A useful element in tweets is the hashtag (#) used to cluster tweets with similar
information [11]. Names and words ambiguity must be considered when using any
georeferencing method, to differentiate geographic entities with the same name (as
roads, avenues and bridges that share their name), and to prevent the data lack of
precision. These issues are addressed by special techniques, which identify road
segments and key words from a particular geographic context [5]. One of such
techniques is the Named Entity Recognition (NER), which determines the geographic
place referenced in a text, considering the disambiguation of names and the most
appropriate geographic context (Daly et al., 2013).

Fig. 2. Examples of the three different proposed classes of tweets. The tweets were collected on
21st September 2017, they refer to the earthquake occurred in Mexico on 19th September 2017.
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In Roller et al. (2012), NER and Wikipedia are merged to analyze and find
geographic terms in tweets. Graham et al. (2014) blend NER and specialized
gazetteers to identify geographic sites. Lee et al. (2015) propose a machine learning
approach to extract named entities from tweets text and determine their location
considering disambiguation.
In Escamilla et al. (2016), is proposed a methodology to geocoding traffic events
reported in tweets, the approach identifies the traffic events, geographic features, and
their possible spatial relations, using natural language processing (NLP), an ontology,
and classification algorithms. In its geocoding stage the proposed methodology
extracts geographic entities using NER, finds the spatial relations between them using
a syntactic dependency tree, and defines spatial operations to apply over the
geographic elements.
(45.19102, 5.76540)

Georeferencing using
bounding box to identify
the possible area where an
event occurs.
(45.1892, 5.76981)

Georeferencing using
gazetteers to represent
geographic entities as
points

Fig. 3. The two described georeferencing methods when working with tweets. The image on
the top shows a bounding box used to search the possible location of a tweet. The bottom image
shows a point shape location assigned to a tweet. The cartography belongs to ©OpenStreetMap
Contributors.

Another common georeferencing method consist in creating a bounding box; a
bounding box is a rectangle created to represent the possible area where a tweet was
posted; the box corners are coordinates of places mentioned in the tweets text, or
places inferred from other user’s tweets [59]. Tweets georeferenced by bounding box
are represented as rectangles in GIS.
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The geocoding procedures are applied over texts in order to identify geographic
entities such as points of interest, events of interest, geographic relations between
entities (intersections or their position with respect to others), or geographic features
of certain events. Figure 3 shows examples of the mentioned georeferencing methods.

5

Results and Discussions: Geospatial Analysis Based on Tweets

There are researches interested in analyzing tweets to obtain information for problems
solving and to develop decision-making processes. Most of the times, the text of the
tweets is the main studied feature. Until 2015, a study of 92 revised researching
articles from different disciplines working with Twitter showed that only 33% of
them made use of the spatio-temporal and semantic characteristics of tweets [67].
Most of the researches interested in Twitter are focused on their text treatment to get
information about specific topics, as users emotions [75, 38, 23], or activities. Such
researches have propitiate the generation of text mining and natural language
processing techniques, and more accurate geo-location procedures.
In this section, some methods to collect and pre-process tweets are explained; also,
some common problems present when managing tweets are exposed. Finally,
examples of researches that use tweets as data sources are described.
5.1

Preprocessing Tweets

Tweets need to be pre-processed before be used at specific tasks. There is possible to
apply over them common data treatment processes, such as text mining, natural
language processes, classification, identification of patterns and elements, among
others [68].
Twitter lets programmers and developers access to tweets for educational or
scientific purposes, there have been developed specialized API’s for different
programming languages such as Python, R, Java, and others, that allow programmers
to extract tweets and its metadata in real time [60].
When the data feature of interest is the text of the tweet, data mining and the NLP
are two relevant tools. Commonly, texts are tokenized into words or n-grams to
analyze each textual element in order to identify relevant terms and stop words [66].
There exist a variety of algorithms and libraries to implement NLP and text mining
procedures over text [78].
When using NLP and textual elements from tweets is important to consider the
language used in the region where the tweets were posted [29], there are
particularities in the language used by citizens in a region and people who lives in
another area, even if the two places share the same official language. For example, in
England people use the term motorway to refer to a highway. In addition, it is
important to consider the regional terms and their meanings, in Mexico the term
ahorita, according to the Oxford dictionary [55] means a moment close to the present,
immediately after the moment when term is being used. For Mexicans ahorita means
in a moment or never, according to the context where the word is used.
When working with tweets is important to consider the language in which they are
written, in some cases the geographic place where they were tweeted is also relevant.
Twitter trending topics change from one geographical area to another; what is more,
Research in Computing Science 148(10), 2019
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people use words that sometimes have a specific local meaning. The miss
consideration of the tweets language generates a noisy analysis (Figure 4).
The recurrent task done over the coordinates of tweets is their georeferencing using
GIS functions. The spatio-temporal researches that use Twitter, consider three main
features of the tweets: their texts, their coordinates and their timestamps [69].
5.2

What are the Main Problems when Working with Data from Tweets?

From the analysis of methodologies that use Twitter as a data source, it is possible to
identify two main problems when working with tweets, the data quality and the data
quantity they provide.
5.3

Data Quality

Although some tweets are deliberately created to spread useful information within a
large community, most of the tweets gathered by scientists for scientific purposes are
merely individual information, users are usually not aware their data can be analyzed
for scientific purposes. Harvey (2013) proposes the term contributed data, to describe
any data generated by users' activities on social media platforms. Tweets are part of
soft data, which defines all information created and shared on social media platforms;
contrary to hard data (traditional datasets managed by governmental agencies), tweets
come from heterogeneous sources that cannot be all confirmed.

Fig. 4. Trending topics on Twitter at Mexico City and New York City on 10th July 2017. In the
first city, the hashtags are associated to a soccer match; in the second case, the hashtags
communicate train disruptions. The user´s interest change from one geographic area to another.

Moreover, the process of the acquisition is undocumented and there is no data
quality assertion [26]. Two recurrent questions are therefore: Are tweets trustworthy?
What is the degree of trust of tweets?
Tweets quality is therefore heterogeneous and highly variable, while some tweets
report a mere observation with no further information (e.g. "It's raining" without any
ISSN 1870-4069
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detail about the rainfall intensity), others may include accurate information (e.g. "Hail
cracked the windshield" may provide clues about hail size and intensity). Also, the
geo-references given in the text of tweets sometimes are vague or their description is
general (e.g. “Earthquake in Mexico” does not points the exact area where the event
occurred, meanwhile “Earthquake in Chiapas southwest of Mexico” provides more
information to locate the event).
The quality in VGI data is variable for many reasons such as the volunteers
experience producing information, their activities and educational level, the multiple
technologies to generate information, the purpose of the transmitter, and the precision
of the message. Senaratne et al. (2017) review different VGI quality measures and
indicators with a view to show the importance of evaluate the VGI information before
use it.
In Dashti et al., (2014) the scientists deal with natural hazards using georeferenced
tweets and real-time information from a recovery system of disaster information.
Crosschecking tweets location with official datasets (flood hazards cartography and
Landsat remote imagery), the authors show that georeferenced tweets provide relevant
and valuable information about flood events.
Tweets are reports of what users perceive in their local environment; such reports
vary from one individual to another, according to their personal life experiences.
Observations shared in tweets may be subjective and some bias may be introduced.
Do tweets show people true thoughts? Every time a political event of global
interest occurs, traditional surveys (based on representative population samples) and
big data analytics algorithms (opinion mining based on machine learning algorithms
that analyse people’s publications on Twitter and Facebook) compete to predict the
most accurate results.
Which of them got the most relevant results? Opinion mining algorithms based on
social media content analysis performed by private companies turned out to be closer
to the results than the surveys. The algorithms predicted Trump's election [9] and the
Brexit decision [15], but they finally failed in predicting the results of the first French
presidential election round [41]. Why? People using social media to express their
opinion are not likely to give their true thoughts, or they are ironic, which makes no
sense for the machine learning algorithms causing their failure [52]. Finally, users
may discuss distant events; users can produce information about a particular event,
even if they did not attend it; also, they can keep spreading information after the end
of the event. Miller (2017) calls this phenomenon asynchronous telepresence.
5.3.1 Data Quality
Tweets are not representative samples of a population, the number of Twitter users is
a portion of the total habitants in a specific geographic area (see Figure 5); most of the
times people interested in Twitter are part of groups with a specific age and
educational level. Tweets can be considered as digital footprints.
Li et al. (2013) tried to draw social profiles of Twitter users in California crossing
socio-economic data, demographic data, and geolocated tweets; these results cannot
be generalized to the tweeters in the whole world. There is an issue dealing with
results generalization, Goodchild (2013) pointed out that results of experiments using
random representative samples can be generalized because they apply to the whole
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population in a specific area, but the results of a study based on tweets cannot be
generalized to a complex geographic and social world. Tweeting indeed involves a
minority of the population; tweets show the users concerns but, How can be known if
all the people living at the same place share these concerns? Whatever could be
concluded from a study case might not show the same results when analyzing the
same case in another space or in another period.
Tweets spatial distribution is quite irregular. Studies show that a strong correlation
between tweets and populations densities results in high concentrations of tweets in
highly populated cities, whereas in rural areas less tweets are produced [48]. That is a
reason why the specific geographic areas of study must be delimited when working
with Twitter.

Fig. 5. Analysis of population density and tweets related to floods in the southeast of France.
These maps confirm that the number of tweets is not proportional to the population density of
an area. Not all the habitants are interested in participating in Twitter.

If events occur in sparsely populated places, just a few users may be therefore
involved in creating sparse information. At a local scale, population densities vary
depending on time: if an event is occurring within a period of time when a particular
place is unoccupied (e.g. a residential neighborhood during daylight), it may be
missed and undocumented.
On one hand, events with different features do not have the same impact in the
media. Major events, are widely spread in the media and bring about high streams of
tweets; on the other hand, local events do not have such a media propagation, so the
spatiotemporal extent of the event does not spread over the edges of the physical
event. When working with tweets related to events at a local scale, researchers must
deal with small datasets.
5.4

Where Twitter Meets GIS

There exist researches that merge GIS and Twitter with a view to develop decisiontaking and urban computing procedures. Nowadays some GIS systems let people
manage geographic information, even if they do not have a specialized
formation [39].
GIS can manage tweets coordinates to represent them as geographic points, or to
apply over them geospatial functions; there are open source GIS such as QGIS, Grass,
gvSIG, SAGA, and open source databases to manage geographic data such as
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PostGIS, SpatialLite and MySQLSpatial [28]. Some GIS-Twitter researches are
focused on analyzing people’s reports of weather, rain, snow storms, floods [4, 6];
some others model the activities of people in urban environments, such as traffic,
pollution, public demonstrations, taxi routes [18, 42, 44]. In addition, there exists
some researches interested in studying and managing critical situations [56, 53, 16].
One of the main purposes of Twitter interested researches is to develop analytical
tools to study events that represent a risk for people, in order to prevent them from
possible damages. In Cavalière et al. (2016), the researches analyze georeferenced
tweets posted by users and authorities from the southeast France that provide
information about extreme rainfalls and floods. Their proposed methodology
processes the tweets using the abductive reasoning. The approach is proved
considering tweets posted in the study area during the 2014-fall season.
The Peta Jakarta Project has been implemented to gather crowdsourced data and
tweets posted when a flood event occurs. These data are crosschecked with other data
sources (topographic, demographic and socio-economic data) and shown in a map, in
order to visualize the affected areas and to organize emergency responses [51].
Events forecasting from social media streams is a novelty-researching trend. In
Zhao et al. (2016), the authors propose a new batch and online approaches for spatiotemporal events forecasting from social media data; their approach characterizes the
evolutionary pattern of both spatial burstiness and structural context. The authors
remark the Twitter fundamental characteristics: the timeless of messages, the ubiquity
of social sensors, and the geo-information availability. The researchers conclude that
the forecasting of spatiotemporal events requires the consideration of spatial features
and their correlations, in addition to the temporal dimension.
Machine learning (ML) algorithms are used to classify and compute regressions
over the tweets; for example, in He et al. (2017), the authors propose an optimization
framework to extract traffic related information from tweets using a transformation
matrix, also make long-term traffic predictions using linear regressions; their study
case is San Francisco Bay, California.
An example where GIS and ML are used over tweets is the traffic analysis based
on short text from social media [64]. Traffic related tweets are pre-processed by text
mining and NLP procedures, georeferenced, and classified by ML algorithms into
different traffic events; finally, the classified tweets are geovisualized using an open
source GIS, with a view to analyze traffic in Mexico City.
The relevance of Twitter usage in geographic studies relapses in the tweets
coordinates and the information that can be inferred from their texts [34]. Tweets are
a source of updated reports about what is happening in real world. The analysis of
tweets regarding natural hazard lets geography has a perception of the territory
changes, to generate updated maps, and to design evacuation routes [46].
When geographic sciences and urban computing use Twitter, they have the
opportunity to obtain citizen’s information about what happens in their environment,
in order to ameliorate their life’s modifying urban aspects such as traffic, pollution,
and dangerous places. Twitter opens a new opportunity to sense the real world
problems, and to implement efficient and fast solutions with the purpose of
solve them.
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6

Conclusions

Twitter has demonstrated to be a useful tool for data analytics at different science
disciplines. Tweets are a new way to obtain information about what happens in real
world. People are getting more interested in participating in the social media; they
think their information helps others.
Many factors motivate people to tweet; the factors are related to the kind of
gratification people gets after do it. Tweets have important features such as metadata
and text that can be used to georeference the tweet. Technological advances in mobile
devices such as smartphones with embedded GPS let users keep in touch with the
social media all the time, and add their coordinates to the tweet metadata.
Unfortunately, for scientific analysis based on tweets, few of them have coordinates
In the present approach, tweets can be classified according to the kind of
information they provide into three types: self-centered, social, and collective
information. The self-centered tweets provide information about the mood and
particular activities of the user. The social information tweets are interested in
spreading information about particular events that disturbs people’s life such as sociopolitical movements. The collective information tweets main purpose is to provide
data about natural hazards and urban circumstances.
Many social researches study the self-centered and social information tweets since
they provide information about people’s feelings, activities and opinions. Most of
times social and collective information tweets are used on researches interested in
forecasting, or modelling urban factors and natural phenomena, considering the
geographic features of the tweets and their timestamps.
Computing and geographic sciences work together in order to generate data
managing procedures to extract tweets, and to analyze the microblogs features for
scientific purposes. There have been developed different API’s, text mining and NLP
procedures to manage the tweets textual component; also, there have been designed
and implemented different methodologies to georeference tweets without coordinates
in its metadata.
Data obtained from Twitter can be crosschecked with authoritative data and some
other information sources to increase its accuracy, and to provide more opportunities
of data analysis. Twitter has open an option to monitor the real world dynamics
through the user’s perspectives; it could be say that Twitter provides first-hand
information.
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